Notes from Board  Pics 5/1/2012

Usefulness of PR

Often get what we ask for

Learn about trends, think about changes

Communication

Justification

Writing takes it from hypothetical “goodness” to concrete

Validates successes

Reveals missteps

Looking at trends in Student Success

Looking at FTEF #s

looking at longitudinal changes

Equipment requests

Record of why (what?) you changed and why

Somma (?)

Inter departmental discussions

On hand data source

One thing to change

No grids, but discussion

Without redundance /discussion in one place

Take out SWOT – move to request area

Get rid of data area

Collapse 2,3,4
Data with context

Data w context of program

Process

Navigation of PRIE site – availability

Annual review – but only use annual form

Don’t want to do it every year – minimum of once every 5 years

Milestone notifications – scheduling assistance for preparing for writing

Feedback on finished report; truthfulness in connection with position requests

Project positions every three years

Accountability in process – answers for administration about how PR was used to make decisions for each program/decision/division?

PR by every entity

Feedback w/ response back with administration/bigger picture viewpoints/ consultation between reviews

Accountability by all – sent back for amendments